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ABSTRACT In this paper, an innovative control method, namely angle-current dual-loop feedback control,
is proposed for use with microstepping motors. This method involves adjusting the stator excitation angle
and current simultaneously on the basis of the feedback angle of the sensor on the microstepping motor.
The proposed method is expected to enhance the positioning accuracy and energy efficiency of stepping
motors. The proposed method was tested by implementing it in a microstepping motor control system, which
included a core microcontroller unit circuit, dual-H-bridge pulse width modulation drive circuit, current
sensing circuit, and angle sensing encoder readback circuit. An algorithm based on the proposed method
was developed, and data sampling, storage, and return communication functions, which are convenient for
experimental verification, were included in this algorithm. To verify that the proposed method is superior to
traditional open-loop control and excitation angle feedback control, a testing platform was used to measure
the differences in positioning accuracy and drive power under the three control methods and biased torsion
loads. The results indicate that compared with the other two control methods, the proposed control method
improves the positioning accuracy and reduces the power consumption of a stepping motor.

INDEX TERMS Angle control, current control, dual loop, positioning accuracy, power efficiency, stepping
motor.

I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, an innovative control method, namely
angle–current dual-loop (ACDL) feedback control, is pro-
posed for microstepping motors. In this method, the stator
excitation angle and current are adjusted simultaneously on
the basis of the sensor angle of a microstepping motor. The
proposed method is expected to improve the positioning
accuracy and energy efficiency of microstepping motors.

The machining precision achieved by a company is a
key indicator of its technological capabilities. For example,
in integrated-circuit manufacturing, the machining precision
indicates the maturity of the machining process, with
precision values of 28 and 3 nm indicating a mature process
and high-end process, respectively. Before the Industrial
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Revolution, precision manufacturing ability was mainly
determined by the technical literacy of craftspeople. Since
the Industrial Revolution, the precision manufacturing ability
has been determined by the resolution of precision machinery
for the positioning of cutting tools. The main power source
of modern machinery is the motor, and the control of
simple mechanical actions can be achieved only by starting
and stopping the motor. However, precision machining also
requires control of the accuracy of the angle and speed of the
motor. Sensing elements, such as encoders and tachometers,
are used to sense the angle or speed, and controlling the
motor to reach the required position or speed is called
speed or positioning servo control, respectively. The core
device involved in precision machining is a positioning
servo.

In servo motors, a permanent magnet synchronous motor
is usually used as a rotary actuator [1], and an angle encoder
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is employed to measure the feedback angle. A servo motor
composed of these two components performs highly in speed
servo control [2]. However, it often vibrates at the final
positioning point during positioning control [3], which limits
the positioning precision. For machines with low torque loads
and high positioning accuracy requirements, stepping motors
are usually used rather than servo motors. The commonly
used two-phase stepping motor has a positioning resolution
limit of 1.8◦ [3], whereas the less commonly used five-phase
stepping motor has positioning resolution of 0.72◦ [3], [4].
Although an open-loop microstepping drive control method
does exist, the resolution of the stator output magnetic field
vector can be improved through subdivision of the magnetic
field vector, and the angular resolution can be improved.
However, because of the influences of motor manufacturing
variation [5] and rotor cogging torque [6], [7], the subdivision
of the rotor angle corresponding to the stator vector is not
uniform. Therefore, the angular precision of the open-loop
microstepping drive control method cannot meet the angular
resolution requirements, and accurate positioning cannot
be guaranteed. In addition, the method used for driving a
stepping motor involves switching the magnetization phase
of the stator so that the static balance point of the rotor
moves with the magnetization phase, and the rotor is
induced to rotate. Because this method can provide stable
holding torque, the rotor can remain stationary at the static
equilibrium point and achieve better positioning performance
than a traditional servo motor. However, when the motor is
static, it does no work but maintains the drive current and
dissipates power in the coil resistance, which not only reduces
the driving efficiency but also causes the motor to heat up [8].

The rotation of the motor pulls the rotor through the change
in the magnetic field of the stator. On the basis of the angular
difference between the magnetic fields of the stator and
rotor, the stator generates two-phase (phase d and q) traction
forces that act on the rotor. Phase d provides holding torque,
whereas phase q provides motor rotation torque [9]. The
control method for a traditional servo motor involves sensing
the rotor’s position, controlling the phase-d current of the
stator to be 0, and controlling the phase-q current of the stator
to generate torque for controlling the rotation [10]. When the
positioning error is close to 0, the phase-q torque generated
for feedback control by the error in the reference rotor angle
exerts a pushing force on the rotor to reduce the positioning
error at the beginning of each sampling period; however, after
the rotor crosses the balance point and before the end of the
control cycle, the phase-q torquemaintains the same direction
and pushes the rotor away from the balance point until the end
of the control cycle even though the direction of the error has
been reversed. Therefore, when a traditional servo motor is
positioned, the rotor vibrates at the target point and cannot
stop at this point.

In the traditional stepping motor drive method, the target
balance position of the rotor is referred to, and the stator
is controlled to provide the phase-d current at the target
position. Because the rotor does not stop until it reaches the

target balance position, the motor rotates to the target angle.
For a two-phase stepping motor, the balance position of each
electronic cycle is A, B, Ā, and B̄ in sequence; thus, when
switching the current in accordance with this phase sequence,
themotor rotates at an electronic angle of 90◦ per step [3]. The
step resolution can be improved using the microstep driving
method to adjust the excitation current ratio of adjacent two-
phase coils to improve the resolution of the stator magnetic
field vector [11], [12], [13]. The advantage of using the
stepping drive method for positioning is that when the rotor
deviates from the balance point, the stator generates holding
torque proportional to the deviation angle and pulls the rotor
back to the balance point. However, if the machine driven by
the steppingmotor is subjected to biased load torque, the rotor
must deviate to a sufficiently high angle to offset the biased
load torque for balancing the torque; thus, the positioning
accuracy of a stepping motor is strongly affected by a biased
load.

Positioning errors are usually eliminated using encoder
feedback. Reference [14] proposed a new position control
method using a low-resolution encoder, using the least
squares method to fit the position data from the Hall
position sensor to derive a high-resolution rotor position
predictor, which can effectively improve the positioning
stability. Several studies have mentioned that using an
encoder to measure the rotor angle can eliminate open-loop
positioning errors. Reference [15] developed a closed-loop
control system consisting of a microcontroller, a hybrid
stepper motor, a driver, and an encoder. Reference [16]
uses a low-cost magnetic rotary position sensor and vector
control for positioning, with a maximum error of 1.19◦.
Reference [17] Perform current/speed/position closed-loop
control on stepper motors, evaluate classic PI regulators,
sliding mode control, deadbeat predictive current control, and
model predictive current control. PI control performs better
at low current. Reference [18] control the stepper motor in a
closed loop, and the methods include current control, position
control, and damping control. The improved PI current
control is adopted to ensure the current tracking performance
and increase the speed response bandwidth. This method of
feedback control the excitation angle between the stator and
the rotor is referred to as excitation angle loop (AL) control.
This feedback-driving method results in the simultaneous
generation of phase-d and phase-q currents. The phase-d
current is beneficial for generating holding torque, whereas
the phase-q current resists a biased load. However, because
the driving current of the driving method is fixed at the rated
value, it still consumes considerable power. An innovative
driving method called ACDL feedback control is proposed
in this paper. This method combines the advantages of
conventional servo motor control and microstepping driving,
with a balance being achieved between positioning accuracy
and power efficiency. In addition to the feedback control of
the excitation angle of the stator, the total current is controlled
on the basis of error feedback in the proposed method.
When the excitation angle is small, the excitation angle
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FIGURE 1. Timing sequence diagram of a stepping motor driven in the
full-step mode.

feedback loop dominates, and holding torque is generated
with the lowest phase-d current, which avoids the positioning
vibration caused by phase-q current. When the angular error
is large, the excitation angle is saturated and fixed at ±90◦.
At this time, the system is dominated by current feedback
control, and phase-q current provides the maximum torque
under the rated current to resist the biased load so that the
highest power efficiency is achieved.

II. STEPPING MOTOR STRUCTURE AND DRIVING
ALGORITHM
Depending on their stator type, stepping motors can be clas-
sified into three types: variable-reluctance-type, permanent-
magnet-type, and hybrid-type stepping motors [19].
Depending on the number of coil phases, stepping motors
can be classified into four types: two-, three-, four-, and
five-phase stepping motors [20]. The basic structure of two-
and four-phase stepping motors is the same; the difference
between them lies in whether they distinguish positive and
negative phases of the coil. The mechanical structure of
a permanent-magnet-type stepping motor is composed of
coaxial electromagnets and multiple sets of N–S permanent
magnets. Because of the limited space occupied by the
magnetized coil, the density of the permanent magnetic poles
cannot be increased easily; thus, the stepping resolution is
low. The hybrid-type stepping motor splits the coil core to
increase the cog, thereby increasing the step angle resolution.

The timing sequence diagram of a stepping motor driven in
the full-step mode is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, the upper
flange represents the rotor cog; the lower flange represents
the electromagnet of the stator; and A, B, Ā, and B̄ denote
different excitation coils. The figure indicates the positions
of four rotors relative to the corresponding stators (i.e., the
four sequences of phases A, B, Ā, and B̄). As displayed in
Fig. 1, the stable rotor position under stator excitation is
different for each phase. As the stator switches the excitation
phase in the time sequence, the stable position of the rotor
gradually moves from left to right and then drives the rotor
to rotate. However, irrespective of whether a permanent-
magnet-type or hybrid-type stepping motor is used, the rotor
vibrates during rotation because its driving method involves

FIGURE 2. Diagram of a stepping motor driven in half-step intervals.

FIGURE 3. Timing diagram of a stepping motor driven by 1/4 steps.

phase switching to make the rotor move between different
stable angles [21]. This vibration is especially obvious at low
rotation speed [22], [23].

Fig. 2 displays a schematic of a half-step drive of a
stepping motor. Consider phases A and B as an example.
Ensuring the simultaneous excitation of phases A and B
between the separate excitations of these phases is equivalent
to adding a stable phase with a half-step interval between
these phases. This process can increase the resolution of
driving the stepping motor, decrease the jump interval caused
by switching phases of stepping, and reduce the jump impact.
In Fig. 2, the upper and lower gray flanges represent the
equivalent cog slots of the rotor and the equivalent phase-A–B
excitation coils of the stator, respectively. The position of the
rotor when the equivalent cog slot of the rotor is aligned with
the equivalent phase-A–B excitation coil is the stable position
of the newly inserted half-step interval.

Not confined to half-stepping, the same microsegmen-
tation concept can insert three 1/4 steps, seven 1/8 steps,
or higher-resolution microstepping between two phases [24].
Fig. 3 depicts the timing diagram for a stepping motor
driven by 1/4 steps. Three equivalent cogs of 0.924A +

0.838B, 0.707A+ 0.707B, and 0.838A+ 0.924B are inserted
between the cogs of phases A and B to obtain a resolution of
1/4 step per stepping.

Although the stepping motor vibrates because of the
jumping between phases when it rotates, as it reaches the
equilibrium point and enters a steady state, it remains
stationary under the influence of the holding torque generated
by the phase-d excitation.

Fig. 4 displays a diagram of the cogging and magnetic pole
moment vectors. The upper flange is the equivalent cogging
of the rotor, and the lower flange is the equivalent excitation
pole of the stator. As indicated by the dashed-line equivalent
cog, when the center of the cog is aligned with the center
of the magnetic pole, there is only a magnetic force vector
parallel to the line connecting the two center points, which
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FIGURE 4. Diagram of the cogging and magnetic pole moment vectors.

FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of the excitation angle PI loop control, AL.

represents the direct magnetic force, that is, the phase-d
magnetic force. As suggested by the solid-line equivalent cog,
when an angular difference exists between the equivalent cog
and the equivalent magnetic pole, in addition to the phase-d
magnetic force, a phase-qmagnetic force exists perpendicular
to the phase-d magnetic force. Because of the limitation of
the motor structure, the rotor can only move in a direction
parallel to the phase-q magnetic force. Therefore, the phase-
d magnetic force is perpendicular to the rotation direction
and cannot push the rotor to perform work; only the phase-
q magnetic force can make the motor rotate. The excitation
angle α is defined as the angle between the composite vector
of q and d and the phase vector of d. When the equivalent
cog and equivalent magnetic pole are aligned, α is 0, which
represents the equilibrium position of the rotor. Suppose the
equivalent cog deviates from the equivalent magnetic pole.
In this case, phase-q torque, namely the holding torque, exists
opposite to the deviation of the equivalent cog direction and
resists the cog offset. The greater the deviation, the higher
α and the holding torque. When the excitation current is
fixed, the holding torque increases with the cosine function
of α. Until α reaches ±0.5π , the phase-q torque and driving
efficiency reach their maximum values. When the absolute
value of α exceeds 0.5π , the holding torque decreases, it may
be unable to balance the load torque and thus be out of step
of the motor.

Fig. 5 presents a diagram of excitation angle proportional–
integral (PI) loop control. In this figure, the upper solid-line
flanges represent the current equivalent cogging position of
the rotor, the upper dotted-line flange indicates the target
equivalent cogging position, and δθ indicates the angular
error between these positions. The lower solid-line flange
represents the equivalent magnetic pole of the stator. The
excitation angle PI loop controller is hereafter referred to as
the AL controller. The AL controller senses the angle of the
rotor, calculates the angular error, and uses PI feedback to

FIGURE 6. Diagram of ACDL feedback control.

adjust the excitation angle α, as expressed in (1).

α = min
(
0.5π,max

(
−0.5π, −KPαδθ − KIα

∫
δθ

))
(1)

Because the cosine function reaches its extreme value
at ±1/2π , 1/2π is the limit of the absolute α value. The
total excitation current is fixed at the rated current; thus,∣∣∣∣⇀⃗I ∣∣∣∣ = Irated.

When the angular error is 0, the total current only contains
the phase-d current component, which provides the holding
torque. When the angular error is positive, α is negative
and phase-q has a negative current component, which can
reduce the error. The greater the error, the higher the negative
value of α, the larger the phase-q component Irated × cos
α, and the smaller the phase-d component Irated × sin α.
When the absolute value of α reaches 1/2π , the phase-d
current component reaches its maximum value. A further
increase in α only causes a reduction in the phase-q current;
thus, 1/2π and −1/2π are the upper and lower limits of α,
respectively. The AL controller provides excellent holding
torque at the rated current; however, when the angular error
is not 0, the supplied phase-d current consumes the energy
without benefit.

Fig. 6 displays a diagram of the proposed ACDL feedback
control method. In addition to the excitation angle loop of the
AL controller, the ACDL controller contains a total current
control loop, as expressed in (2).∣∣∣I⃗ ∣∣∣ = min

(
Imax,max

(
Imin,KPδθ + KI

∫
δθ

))
(2)

The total current control loop controls the total current
output in accordance with the negative feedback and integral
value of the angular error. To maintain the static holding
torque of the stepping drive, a minimum limit is set for the
output current, and an upper limit is set for the total current
in accordance with the maximum allowable current limit of
the motor.

When the angular error is small, the PI feedback current
is smaller than the lower limit of the output current. The PI
feedback current is then set as the lower limit of the output
current. At this time, theACDL controller can be simplified to
an AL controller, and the output lower-limit current provides
the holding torque. When the angular error is high, the PI
feedback value of the excitation angle exceeds the upper
limit and is fixed as saturation value ±1/2π . At this time,
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FIGURE 7. (a) Circuit diagram and (b) photograph of the constructed
stepping motor drive.

the ACDL controller can be simplified to a phase-q-current
PI negative feedback controller and provides high-energy-
efficiency driving torque. Compared with the AL controller,
the ACDL controller has lower holding torque and possibly
lower positioning accuracy but considerably higher power
efficiency.

III. DESIGN OF STEPPING MOTOR DRIVE SYSTEM
To evaluate and compare the benefits of traditional microstep-
ping, AL control, and ACDL control, we constructed a
stepping motor drive system, installed the system with
an algorithm based on the proposed control method, and
conducted experiments to measure the efficiency and perfor-
mance of various control algorithms. As depicted in Fig. 7,
the stepping motor drive circuit contained an ATMEGA
M128 microcontroller unit (MCU), and the universal asyn-
chronous receiver/transmitter (UART) port of this circuit was
designed as an RS485 serial communication port so that the
circuit could receive control commands from a computer
and report experimental data. Two pulse width modulation
(PWM) output ports of theMCU, namely PWMa and PWMb,
were used to control a dual-H-bridge drive circuit. The two
H-bridges drove the phase-A and phase-B coils of the two-
phase stepping motor, respectively. Each of these coils was

FIGURE 8. Functional block diagram of a traditional open-loop
microstepping driver.

connected in series with a current sensing resistor, and a
differential amplifier was used to amplify the voltage across
the resistors and feed it to the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) port of the MCU so that the MCU could read the
current of the two phases. A 14-bit AS5047D angle encoder
with a theoretical resolution of 0.022◦ was installed on one
of the output shafts of the dual-output shaft stepping motor
to measure the rotor position of the stepping motor. The
encoder contained a serial peripheral interface (SPI) serial
communication port, and the MCU could read back the
absolute position of the stepping motor through SPI. The
circuit diagram and a photograph of the constructed stepping
motor drive circuit are displayed in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b),
respectively.

The same circuit board, through programming three differ-
ent programs, was used to perform traditional microstepping
control, AL control (single-closed-loop control), and ACDL
control. The functional blocks of the algorithms in the various
control methods are described in the following text.

Fig. 8 displays the functional block diagram of a traditional
open-loop microstepping driver. Command step added refers
to the value-added step command from the monitoring
computer, which is fed into the command step accumulator
to produce the angular displacement command. The obtained
result is then fed into the command angle modulo operator
and divided by the number of steps per circle to obtain the
remainder, which is the electronic angle command θecmd. The
electronic angle command is fed into the two-phase space
vector PWM (SVPWM) to calculate the PWM commands for
the cosine wave of phase A and the sine wave of phase B.
Moreover, the rated current I is used to calculate the two
sinusoidal waves. The PWM command is written into the
output value register of the peripheral hardware (PWM wave
generator) of the MCU, which results in the generation of a
two-phase PWM output wave. The two-phase PWM output
wave controls the dual-H-bridge power amplifier circuit to
provide sine- and cosine-wave voltages across the two-phase
coil of the stepping motor. The coil current generated by
the two-phase cross-voltage drives the stepping motor to
rotate, and is then measured by the current sensing circuit.
The angle encoder reads the angle of the motor rotor,
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FIGURE 9. Functional block diagram of an AL microstepping driver.

FIGURE 10. Functional block diagram of an ACDL microstepping driver.

which is the sensed mechanical angle θmsense. The sensed step
accumulator accumulates the values of the sensedmechanical
angle to calculate the total sensed displacement. In addition
to providing the command step added function through
RS485 communication, the monitoring computer can set the
initial electronic angle at the beginning of the experiment.
Moreover, it can read back the total command displacement,
sensed mechanical angle, total sensed displacement, and
sensed currents, all of which are used to calculate motor
positioning accuracy and power consumption.

Fig. 9 depicts the functional block diagram of an AL
microstepping driver. The stator angle θestator is controlled by
the excitation angle PI loop, in addition to the open-loop rotor
command angle θecmd, additionally adds excitation angle α.
The encoder senses the mechanical angle θmsense of the motor
and calculates the sensed electronic angle θesense through the
sensed angle modulo operator. The sensed electronic angle
θesense is subtracted from the command electronic angle θecmd
to calculate the electronic angle control error δθ , which is
amplified through excitation angle PI loop feedback to obtain
the excitation angle α. The rotor angle command θecmd is
then used to correct the stator excitation position θestator. The
remaining functional blocks, commands, settings, and data
collection steps of the AL microstepping driver are the same
as those for the traditional open-loop microstepping driver.

FIGURE 11. Experimental platform for biased load testing: (a) schematic
and (b) photograph of the platform.

Fig. 10 depicts a functional block diagram of an ACDL
microstepping driver. In contrast to AL control, ACDL
control involves a current PI loop. The rotor angle error δθ

is not only fed into the excitation angle PI loop to calculate
the excitation angle α but also fed into the current PI loop
to calculate the absolute feedback excitation current |I |. The
parameter |I | replaces the original fixed rated current and
is fed into the two-phase SVPWM controller to control the
voltage across the phase-A and phase-B coils. The remaining
functional blocks, commands, settings, and data collection
steps of the ACDLmicrostepping driver are the same as those
of the AL microstepping driver.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Because the positioning accuracy of the traditionalmicrostep-
ping motor drive method is easily affected by the biased load
torque, we constructed a biased load test platform to test the
performance of resists the biased load of the developed drive
method of stepping motor.

Fig. 11 displays the configuration of the developed biased
load test platform. The biased load was applied by installing a
pulley on the output shaft of the stepping motor and hanging
a counterweight from an almost weightless fishing line run
over the pulley. The motor size was 20 mm × 20 mm ×

34 mm, 200 steps per turn, the rated current was 0.6 A, the
minimum limit current was set to 0.4 A, and the maximum
output torque was 1.8 N-cm; the other specification of the
motor [25], please refer to Table 1. The radius of the pulley
was 1 cm; after a hole was drilled in the pulley, one end of
the fishing line was passed through the hole and fixed to the
pulley, and the other end was tied to a loop to mount a weight
of 20 g, which provided torque load of 0.2 N-cm.

To evaluate and compare the effectiveness of traditional
open-loop control, AL single-loop control, and ACDL dual-
loop control, these three methods were used to perform 1, 1/2,
1/4, and 1/8 microstep positioning control on the developed
test platform. The positioning accuracy and power consump-
tion were examined under no load, forward-biased load,
and reverse-biased load to compare the accuracy and power
efficiency for the aforementioned methods. To compare the
different control strategies, the rotation speed and control
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TABLE 1. Motor specifications used in experiments.

FIGURE 12. Original data obtained under the no-load condition and a
full-step drive. The horizontal axis represents the number of command
steps, and the vertical axis represents the (a) rotor angle, (b) phase-A
current (A), and (c) phase-B current (A).

period of open-loop, AL, and ACDL control are the same in
the experiment, where the time of AL control occupies 5% of
the control period, and the ACDL control increases to 10%
because of the addition of a current PI loop compared with
AL control.

V. DATA OF DRIVE PERFORMANCE TEST
Fig. 12 displays the original data for the stepping motor
when it completed one rotation under full-step control and no
biased load. Fig. 12(a)–12(c) displays the rotor angle, phase-
A current, and phase-B current, respectively, corresponding
to the step command angle. The data in Fig. 12 indicate
that under the three control methods, the angles followed the
control command to complete a rotation, and the phase-A
and phase-B currents completed 50 cycles, i.e., 200 steps.
For the forward-biased loads, reverse-biased loads, and
different microsteps, the original data looked similar, and

FIGURE 13. Data obtained under the no-load condition and a full-step
drive for eight steps. (a) Rotor angle curves for the three control modes,
with the lower-right corner displaying the zoomed-in data for a single
step. Curves of the (b) phase-A and (c) phase-B currents under the three
control modes. The blue, red, and green curves represent the currents
under open-loop control, AL control, and ACDL control, respectively.

observing the details under the scale of this picture became
difficult.

To improve the resolution of the horizontal axis, two
electronic angular periods equivalent to eight steps in Fig. 12
were used to draw Fig. 13. In Fig. 13(a), the data for a
single step are enlarged in the lower-right corner. In all
three control methods, the rotor oscillated and converged
to a steady state. The steady-state angle values of the rotor
in the two feedback control methods were close to the
command angle, whereas the steady states in the open-
loop control method exhibited small but discernable errors.
Theoretically, the full-step drive should have no angular
deviation when no load is applied. The aforementioned
steady-state error originated from a variation in the motor’s
manufacturing. In all three control methods, the transient
overshoot phenomenon, which originates from the impact of
the step command, was observed. Fig. 13(b) and 13(c) show
the phase-A and phase-B currents, respectively, under the
no-load condition and a full-step drive. The current under
open-loop and AL control was fixed at the rated value of
0.6 A. Under ACDL control, because of the current PI
feedback control, the current converged to a steady state after
oscillating. The current surged to a maximum value of 0.6 A
in the initial stage of phase switching and then converged to
a preset lower limit of 0.4 A in the steady state.
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FIGURE 14. Data obtained under the reverse-load condition and a
full-step drive for eight steps.

Fig. 14 depicts the data measured under a reverse load
and full-step drive for eight steps. Fig. 14(a) shows the
rotor angle curve, the enlarged view of which indicates that
the forward angle was marginally smaller than the required
command under reverse load, with the error being greater
under open-loop control (approximately −0.2◦) than under
the other two control methods. Fig. 14(b) and 14(c) display
the curves of the phase-A and phase-B currents, respectively,
under the aforementioned condition. The two-phase current
controlled by the open loop switched between 0, the positive
rated current, and the negative rated current, all of which
were phase-d currents. In AL control and ACDL control,
a value that should be 0 appears in the phase-q current
to counterbalance the reverse load, and its sign was the
same as the phase of the next step. The phase-q currents
of the aforementioned two feedback control methods were
consistent, which indicated that these methods produced the
same phase-q current to resist certain reverse load. Because
of the existence of phase-q current, the phase-d current in
AL control was marginally reduced to maintain the scalar
synthesized by the vectors of the currents of the two phases as
the rated current. The phase-d current in ACDL control was
smaller than that in AL control because the total current could
be decreased in ACDL control. In both the aforementioned
feedback control methods, the overshoot phenomenon was
observed because of the surge in angular error in the initial
stage of phase switching; however, in both methods, the

FIGURE 15. Data obtained under the forward-load condition and a
full-step drive for eight steps.

current converged to a steady-state value quickly after the
aforementioned phenomenon.

Fig. 15 displays the data obtained under the forward-load
condition and a full-step drive for eight steps. Fig. 15(a)
depicts the rotor angle curve obtained under the aforemen-
tioned conditions. The enlarged image in this figure indicates
that the influence of the forward load caused the forward
angle to be marginally higher than the required command,
with the highest error being observed under open-loop control
(0.15◦). Fig. 15(b) and 15(c) depict the curves of the phase-A
and phase-B currents, respectively, under the aforementioned
conditions. Similar to the situation observed under reverse
negative load, the two-phase current switched between 0, the
positive rated current, and the negative rated current, all of
whichwere phase-d currents, in the open-loop controlmethod
under forward load. The phase-q current also had a nonzero
value in the AL and ACDL control methods; however, the
sign of this current was opposite to that of the reverse load to
resist the forward load. These two feedback control methods
also generated the same phase-q current to resist certain
forward load. As in the scenario under reverse load, under
forward load, the phase-d current decreased, whereas the
total current remained unchanged in the AL control method
because of the sharing of the phase-q current. The phase-d
current also decreased under ACDL control because of the
reduction in the total current. In the AL and ACDL control
methods, the phenomenon of convergence to a steady state
was observed after overshooting.
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FIGURE 16. Data obtained under the no-load condition with a 1/4
microstep drive for eight steps.

The impact of stepping can be reduced by reducing the
angle of each advance through a microstepping drive. Fig. 16
shows the data obtained under the no-load condition for
eight full steps when a 1/4-step advance occurred in each
of the 32 microsteps. The enlarged view of the rotor angle
curve in Fig. 16(a) indicates that 1/4 microstepping led to a
smaller overshoot angle compared with that observed under
full stepping. Under open-loop control, a steady state was
reached with a small error from the command angle (as with a
full-step drive). Fig. 16(b) and 16(c) depict the current curves
for phases A and B, respectively. The current waveforms
of the three control methods are similar to sine and cosine
waves. When no load existed, no obvious difference existed
in the phases of the three control methods; however, the
amplitude controlled through ACDL was clearly lower than
those controlled through the other two controlmethods. InAL
control and ACDL control, because angular error feedback
affected the excitation angle and current distribution, the
two-phase currents exhibited a transient overshoot in the
beginning of phase switching and then quickly converged to
a steady state.

Fig. 17 displays the data obtained under the reverse-
load condition for eight full steps when a 1/4-step advance
occurred in each of the 32 microsteps. The enlarged part
of the rotor angle change curve in Fig. 17(a) indicates that
the reverse-load condition resulted in the open-loop control
process being unable to catch up with the command step
and that the AL and ACDL control methods reduced the

FIGURE 17. Data obtained under the reverse-load condition with a 1/4
microstep drive for eight steps.

angular error. Fig. 17(b) and 17(c) display the current curves
for phases A and B, respectively, under the aforementioned
conditions. The sine-wave phase of the open-loop control
mode was similar under the no-load and reverse-load
conditions. The phase of the current sine wave in AL
control advanced to offset the rotation-phase lag caused by
the reverse load. In ACDL control, the current amplitude
decreased because phase d was suppressed, and the phase
advance was greater than that in AL control.

Fig. 18 depicts the data obtained under the reverse-
load condition for eight full steps when a 1/4-step advance
occurred in each of the 32 microsteps under the forward-load
condition. The enlarged part of the rotor angle change curve in
Fig. 18(a) indicates that the forward-load condition resulted
in a leading angular error in the open-loop control method and
that the AL and ACDL control methods reduced this angular
error. Fig. 18(b) and 18(c) display the current curves for
phases A and B, respectively, under the aforementioned con-
ditions. The phase of the sine wave in the open-loop control
mode did not differ considerably between the forward-load
and no-load conditions. In the AL control method, the phase
of the current sine wave lags behind that in the open-loop
control method, which offsets the phase advance caused by
the forward load. In the ACDL control method, the amplitude
decreased because phase d was suppressed, and the phase
lagged to a greater extent than in the open-loop control
method.
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FIGURE 18. Data obtained under the forward-load condition with a 1/4
microstep drive for eight steps.

TABLE 2. Experimental values of the average angular error, the standard
deviation of the angular error, and the power consumption in the three
control methods.

The results obtained for 1/2 and 1/8 microstepping
were the same as those obtained for full stepping and
1/4 microstepping. The experimental data obtained for the
aforementioned microstepping conditions are displayed in
Fig. 19. Moreover, Table 2 presents the experimental values
of the average angular error, the standard deviation of the
angular error, and the power consumption in the three control
methods.

Fig. 19(a)–19(d) show the rootmean square (RMS) angular
error in the three control methods, and these values represent
the steady-state positioning accuracy of the control methods.
Irrespective of the number of microsteps, the maximum
error (approximately 0.2◦) in the open-loop control method
occurred under reverse load. Moreover, the maximum errors
under forward load and no load were approximately 0.15◦

and 0.05◦, respectively. Irrespective of the load, in the AL
and ACDL control methods, the RMS error was smaller than
0.05◦, which corresponded to approximately 2–3 encoder

FIGURE 19. Bar graphs of the experimental values of the average angular
error, the standard deviation of the angular error, and the power
consumption in the three control methods. (a)–(d) RMS values of the
angular error, which represent the steady-state positioning accuracy.
(e)–(h) Standard deviations of the angular error, which represent the
strength of oscillations at the target position. (i)–(l) Average power
consumption, which represents energy efficiency.

counts. Compared with AL control, ACDL control consumed
less power but was less accurate.

Fig. 19(e)–19(h) display the standard deviations of the
angular error, which represent the strength of the oscillations
during stable positioning. These figure parts indicate that
irrespective of the number ofmicrosteps, the influence of load
on stability was not obvious. Of the three control methods, the
open-loop control method was the most unstable, whereas the
AL control method was the most stable.

Fig. 19(i)–19(l) present the average power consumption
for the three control methods. Regardless of the number
of microsteps or the type of load, the power consumption
remained the same in the open-loop and AL control methods,
as the total current was fixed. In the ACDL control method,
the rated and minimum currents are used as the upper
and lower current limits, respectively; thus, the current was
adjusted according to the acceleration and load of the motor,
and the power consumption is inevitably lower in ACDL
control than in the other two control methods. Reverse load
requires the motor to do additional work to turn the rotor;
forward load can pull the rotor until it reaches the target point.
Thus, the motor does not need additional power consumption.
However, because the experimental speed was extremely low,
the rotor remained stationary most of the time, and the power
consumed during rotation was negligible.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an innovative method, namely ACDL control,
is proposed for stepping motor drive control. The proposed
method can increase positioning accuracy while decreasing
power consumption. In this study, the proposed method
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was tested by implementing it using a driving system. The
results obtained with the proposed method were compared
with those obtained using the open-loop and AL control
methods.

To verify the effectiveness of the constructed motor
driver, a test platform that could apply forward and reverse
loads was constructed, and experiments were performed by
implementing the open-loop, AL, andACDL control methods
on this platform. The experiments were conducted under
full-step operation, 1/2 microstepping, 1/4 microstepping,
and 1/8 microstepping in the no-, forward-, and reverse-load
conditions.

The experimental data indicated that AL control can
improve the anti-load capacity of a traditional open-loop
microstepping drive and increase its positioning accuracy
by 472%. ACDL control can reduce power consumption
by 48.8% while improving accuracy. For the 14-bit angle
encoder used in the experiments, the final positioning
accuracy was 2–3 encoder counts, which corresponded to
approximately 0.05◦.
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